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ebook buzz

Sue Polanka
Wright State University

Ebook Access: Business Models for Subscription Services

A

t the O'Reilly Tools of Change for Publishing conference in 2011 (toccon
.com/toc2011), Kevin Kelly, senior maverick at Wired, discussed the future
of publishing in terms of access versus ownership. He believes accessing, not
owning, content is the future. As a librarian, I thought this made perfect sense
after all, that's what libraries have offered for centuries.
However, putting myself in the shoes of publishers, those who rely on sales and
revenue, this sounded a bit frightening. How would an access-based future alter the
publishing and book distribution industry? How, if at all, might this affect libraries?
GOING ON SAFARI

How would an
access-based
future alter the
publishing and
book distribution
industry?

O'Reilly Media, Inc. and Pearson Education launched Safari Books Online in
2001. As the first consumer ebook subscription service, they designed Safari
Books Online to provide professionals (often systems engineers) with highly
technical and rapidly changing content in the form of instructional and refer
ence books, for an annual fee. This type of plan has been extremely beneficial for
users-the ongoing success of Safari is due to its business model. According to
an article in Digital Book World, the service has 47,000 individual subscribers
paying between $24.99 and $42.99 for access to the content (digitalbookworld
.com/2012 I are-we-seeing-the-rise-of-e-book-subscription -services).
Users benefit by paying an annual subscription fee (comparable to the list
price of one to two titles) in order to access the most recent edition of thousands
of technical books. Libraries benefit from Safari Books Online as well, offering
continuously refreshed technical content through annual subscription fees.
Academic and public libraries subscribe to Safari via Pro Quest.
What about compensation? The Safari book subscription program compen
sates publishers by metering the use of titles. The more a title is used, the more
revenue the publisher receives from the pot of subscription fees. In turn, pub
lishers must find ways of compensating authors.
Many publishers have followed the Safari model, launching their own ebook
subscription services. It seems that Kelly's vision of the future is becoming real
ity. In general, these subscription services charge consumers a monthly or
annual access fee for a designated choice of content. Some services, such as the
Amazon Kindle Lending Library available through Amazon Prime, are large,
catchall services, offering a variety of titles and genres.
In the last couple of years, several new aggregated collections have developed (or
have been announced) including 24 Symbols in Spain (24symbols.com/ en) and the
still-by-invitation-only Oyster in the U.S. (readoyster.com). Others, however, are
niche services, offering art, music, technical, or science fiction content to a smaller
user group. Most of these subscription services are offered direct from the publisher,
such as Harlequin (HarPerCollins Publishers Ltd. romance novels), Skillsoft Ireland
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One must ask then, what
benefit does a publisher
have adding content to a
collection rather than selling
titles individually?

Ltd. BusinessPro (HarperCollins business titles), Creative Edge
(Safari's art books/video content), and F+W Media, Inc. (art).
CURATING THE CONTENT

One key to a successful ebook subscription model is con
tent. The question is whether publishers are willing to add
content to these services. There is considerable debate about
the success of these models. According to Andrew Savikas,
CEO of Safari, "A service that allows users to read all they
can for one fee is 'inevitable'" (digitalbookworld.com/2012/
safari- ceo- mass- market- e- book-subscription-service
for-consumers-%E2%80%98inevitable%E2%80%99) . We are
already there with music, movies, and other digital content,
so why not books as well? Furthermore, consumer subscrip
tion services existed for print books in the form of monthly
book clubs, so with the rise of ebooks, it seems a natural fit to
provide avid readers with a subscription model for econtent.
Mike Shatzkin, founder and CEO of the Idea Logical Co.,
Inc., is skeptical of this new ebook subscription model.
According to Shatzkin, there are far more books produced
annually than other media types, such as movies or music.
He feels it will be too difficult to corral all of the content. He
said in a blog post from July 2012, "[E]ach one of those
books is a separate creative and commercial endeavor,
down to having its own contract, its own development path
and schedule, and its own marketing requirements" (idea
log.com/blog/ subscription- models-seem- to- me-to- be
for-ebook- niches-not-a -general-offer /?doing_wp_cron= 13
57695226.0924339294433593750000) . Shatzkin feels in
order for this model to be successful, it must be done at the
publisher level, not the aggregator or distributor level.
CHALLENGES FOR PUBLISHERS

Many publishers are skeptical of these new models as
well, for a variety of reasons. First are sales and revenues.
Clearly, there is a greater monetary benefit to publishers
and authors when 1,000 titles are sold at $9.99 instead of 99
cents per use. One must ask then, what benefit does a pub
lisher have adding content to a collection rather than sell
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ing titles individually? Moreover, how will publishers con
vince authors that royalties on their work will be similar in
a subscription environment? This is one challenge that may
never be overcome.
Rights are often another issue with subscription services.
Do the publishers have the rights from authors, contribu
tors, illustrators, and others to distribute ebooks through a
direct-to -consumer subscription model? Without the
rights, this model won't be successful.
In addition to rights, publishers must now work to make
the ebook collections as appealing (or more appealing)
than an individual title. Marketing a collection becomes as
important as marketing an individual title. Kevin Cronin,
founder of Local Knowledge Online, agrees. I asked what
would lead to a successful consumer subscription service.
He replied, "Individuals want on~demand access to an
authoritative database of content that meets a personal or
professional development need. They don't have the time it
takes to discover and read the books that 'may' meet their
need. They require access to a database of highly vetted
materials." Safari Books Online has been successful
because it is providing vetted collections for a unique user
group. Buyers see the value of the service as much as the
content in that service.
THE AGGREGATOR VIEW

Aggregators share many of the same challenges with pub
lishers but also have others. They must do an excellent job
curating subscription collections in order to generate inter
est and sales. They must provide ample discovery of indi
vidual titles within their collections. They also need to be
accountable to publishers and authors by monitoring the
use of subscription collections and determining acceptable
methods of revenue distribution.
I asked Leslie Lees, ebrary's vice president of content devel
opment, for some insights. He thinks that for publishers the
challenges in maintaining and growing their business in this
new environment make them wary about new models (such
as subscription access and title rentals). Many publishers per
ceive that the attraction of such models to the individual cus
tomer lies in the opportunity to pay less than they do now.
Lees also believes that aggregators must find a good bal
ance between offering customers high value and sending an
acceptable revenue stream to publishers. He also said that
ebrary has been able to develop a successful model for pub
lishers and libraries in the academic market and, with good
research and collaboration with publishers, a similar model
could potentially be successful in the consumer space.
Lees said ebrary is considering establishing a consumer
ebook model through Udini, ProQuest's online research
tool designed for individual users. Currently the service is
limited to articles (peer-reviewed, trade, magazines, news
papers, and the like). Lees is optimistic about adding books,
as many publishers appear to be willing to extend the same
consumer rights and business terms that they offer to the
online booksellers.

COMPETITION WITH LIBRARIES

What about libraries? Will the rise of subscription ebook
services have an impact on our libraries? After all, patrons
who can afford ebook readers and tablets can probably
afford the monthly or annual fees required by many ofthese
subscription services. Subscription ebook services will
deliver content conveniently, quickly, and at a reasonable
cost; these services can potentially offer more content than
libraries have at their disposal. This is a tempting proposi
tion for any library patron. So tempting, if fact, that a col
league of mine (an academic librarian) once said, "If Google
ever launches an ebook subscription service, I'm gone. I'll
never use the library again."
I am not convinced these services will make a strong
impact in the near term. We've seen subscription services
in academia in the form of professional organization mem
berships for years. Oftentimes these membership fees
include access to association journals or conference pro
ceedings as benefits. They a.re certainly convenient, but
they include a limited number of journals needed by a
robust researcher.
Based on comments from a number of librarians, I
believe they agree. The Annoyed Librarian, who blogs at
Library Journal, wrote, 'f\rnazon Kindle Owner's Lending
Library isn't much competition for real libraries, because
the Lending Library kinda sucks" (blog.libraryjournal.com/
annoyedlibrarian/2012/ 10/15/ amazons-lending-library
as-competition). Annoyed went on to describe many of the
negative features of the program including the ability to
borrow only one book per month, a poor selection of titles,
and a search experience that is less than helpful. According
to her blog post, the Prime service allows only a browse-by
category search with no keyword options.
Andrew Walsh responded to the post, saying, "Personally
I think real libraries also 'kinda suck' when it comes to bor
rowing ebooks for the Kindle." He cited long waiting peri
ods for popular titles, short loan periods, inadequate search
tools within the interface, and the inability to delay down
loading a book once it is available from the wait list as frus
tration points for library lending of Kindle titles.
Christopher Platt, director of collections and circulation
operations at the New York Public Library, told me he isn't
concerned about these new services. Platt used an analogy
of the good old days before the expansion of free public
libraries when there were subscription libraries to provide
for townsfolk who could not afford to buy all the books they
wanted to read and rented them instead. He told me he
thinks the ebook subscription services are very similar.
COMPETITION DRIVES INNOVATION

Platt is also not worried about "poaching" patrons away
because he doesn't feel libraries are in competition with for
profit organizations. In fact, he thinks these services could
be helpful for libraries for two reasons. First, it could reduce
demand for library ebooks and in a way relieve an already
stretched-very-thin materials budget. Second, Platt said, "If

organizationally we did want to be in competition for those
readers, it would force us to improve our own services to
entice them into our court-market competition drives
innovation and improvement."
Jamie LaRue, director of the Douglas County Libraries,
agrees that libraries must improve our services. He emailed
me that 'f\rnazon beats the hell out of most library inter
faces. Search it, get those automatic suggestions based on
past interest, read user reviews, one click and it's yours. So
there's the first wake-up call to libraries: Our interfaces have
to be just as slick, convenient, and clear. They aren't."
LaRue also feels the economic value of the library is still
cheaper than some of the services. He agrees that through
ebook subscriptions a user can get a good mix of stuff for a
reasonable cost. But he added, "[A]ny intense reader (or
consumer of movies and music) soon discovers that the
cost of that instant gratification is often loads more than the
annual cost of a library." Most people never make that com
parison, so it will be up to libraries to create awareness
about our value. But, as LaRue said, "[T]his argument only
works if the convenience of the library is comparable to the
for-pay experience." As we read earlier, many users don't
believe we are comparable.
LIBRARIES ARE MORE THAN CONTENT

Econtent is only a small subset of services libraries pro
vide to their users. The library as place and the library as the
bridge to information access for all are critical factors in our
service. Libraries of all types-public, academic, special,
school, and corporate-are reinventing their roles in the
communities they serve.
Corporate libraries are managing intranets and are part
nering with community libraries to facilitate pickup and
return of community library materials in the workplace.
Academic libraries are creating collaborative learning
spaces and innovation centers where shelves of print
materials used to reside. Public libraries are embracing
Makerspaces to support collaborative creation of written or
spoken word, art, and multimedia. LaRue believes the phys
ical library experience should be so inviting, social, and
human that people understand it as an important counter
weight to a life online.
Furthermore, both LaRue and Platt agree on the impor
tance of the library to serve the civic needs of one's com
munity. According to LaRue, "[W]e should continue to
focus our attention to the value of civic investments
books that are available at a reasonable cost to even those
who don't have ready e-wallets. "
If Kelly is correct and we're moving from an ownership to
an access model, there's no reason why we can't have multi
ple subscription business models that accommodate the
needs of individual library situations.
Sue Polanka is head of reference and instruction, Wright State
University Libraries, and blogs at No Shelf Required.
Comments? Email the editor-in-chief (marydee@xmission.com).
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